
SUP Multiplayer Racing

**About SUP Multiplayer Racing**

In SUP Multiplayer Racing players drive real-time races against players from all around the world.

The aim of the game is to risk exciting maneuvers to be the first to cross the finish line.

SUP Multiplayer Racing offers exciting and action-packed real-time races. You compete against up

to three other players from all around the world. Prove your skills and drift, jump and run into other

cars to be the first to finish. To win many races, not only a large vehicle collection, but also a

regular improvement of your vehicles is essential. However, to upgrade your vehicles, you need

jewels that you can earn, for example, by betting or completing some challenges. The game also

offers you a wide range of exciting and varied routes, which can be extended by your own routes.

**SUP Multiplayer Racing - Features:** 

- Exciting real-time races: In SUP Multiplayer Racing, you can compete against up to three other

players from all around the world in real time. The races in SUP are always action-packed. In order

to win races, it is important that you, for example, run into opponents and push them off the track.

In addition, you often have to jump over ramps, drift or use special boosters to get even more

speed. Risk daring maneuvers, beat your opponents and be the first to reach the finish line.

- Personalize and upgrade your cars: In SUP Multiplayer Racing you can create the car of your

dreams. There are many designs to choose from, which you can use to personalize your car. In

addition, you can unlock many improvements in the course of the game and improve, for example,

the brakes or the tires of your vehicle. 

- Collect Vehicles: You can race not only with cars but also with other vehicles. Collect as many

vehicles as you can so that you can always adapt your vehicle optimally to the course and the

opponents. Besides conventional race cars, there are also e.g. Monster Trucks or Hot Rods

available. 

- Build your own racetracks: You already have many racetracks to choose from, which were

designed by the developers of the app, but you can also build your own course. For this, you simply

have to use the level editor, in which you have numerous design options available. When your

racetrack is done, you can also share it with the large SUP community. If your track gets upvotes,

you earn gems that unlock new improvements.

Conclusion: SUP Multiplayer Racing is an action-packed real-time race in which you drive exciting

races against opponents from all around the world. 


